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amount of data elements (P) to the address at digital wallet associated with the lender; and, subsequently, creating new transaction
having binary format for specific blockchain system in the lender's computing device for transferring amount of data elements (C) to
the address at digital wallet associated with the borrower; - if not validated - sending by the lender's computing device to the borrower's
computing device a notice refusing the transaction.



A method for providing a loan with cryptocurrency as collateral

Technical Field

This invention relates to the field of computer systems and data communications. More

particularly, methods for providing secured loans with digital assets as collateral.

Background Art

Digital assets and ciyptocurrencies become more and more popular. Many market

participants are now accepting ciyptocurrencies as means for payment for goods and

services.

Skilled persons are aware that digital assets can be valid collateral for a secured loan.

There is known a method for peer to peer secured loan financial technology service

with condition matching (KR20170099321). The method comprising the steps of:

receiving conditional tailored investment application information including non-cash

asset information to be provided as collateral from at least one first information

terminal and loan condition information capable of immediate loan; opening a

mortgage loan product based on investment application information; receiving loan

application information for using the opened mortgage loan product from at least one

second information terminal; and a second information terminal, performing a

mortgage preliminary procedure by a financial information service apparatus using the

second information terminal and the non-cash asset as collateral, and transferring the

loan to the account specified in the mortgage application information received from

the second information terminal.

There is also known peer to peer loan system (W02017181233) comprising a first

electronic device adapted to create a lending bid or borrowing request specifying one

or more terms and conditions for a financial loan; a second electronic device, adapted

to generate search criteria for a lending bid or a borrowing request including one or



more terms and conditions for a financial loan; a server adapted to receive from the

first electronic device the lending bid or borrowing request, and receiving from the

second electronic device the search criteria, and adapted to be able to match the search

criteria to the lending bid or borrowing request if the one or more terms and conditions

of the search criteria are similar to those of the lending bid or borrowing request. The

server facilitates the exchange of electronic correspondence between the first

electronic device and the second electronic device. The system further comprising a

database connected to the server and adapted to record the electronic correspondence

exchanged between the first electronic device and the second electronic device.

There is also known a system and method for loan managing connected with user's

deposit (KR20170097821). The system comprising a loan provision amount

processing module adapted for performing a deposit process so that at least a part of

cash in a customer's account can be received from the at least one loan offer account

desired to be used for the borrower's loan; a database adapted for storing loan

provision information of each of the loan offering accounts; a control module for

executing a loan in accordance with a predetermined criterion using cash in the

operational account in response to a loan request from the borrower; and transferring

the loan management profit according to the loan management interest rate set based

on the loan interest rate applied to the loan to the loan execution account used for

execution of the loan after the execution of the loan.

There is known electronic monetary claim system and method for managing pledging

of assigned guarantee of electronic recorded monetary claim with stop condition

(W02017038696). According to an embodiment the system is capable of performing

communication with a first terminal in an ordering company, a second terminal in a

delivering company, a third terminal in a financial institution of the delivering

company, and a registry recording device that records recorded registry data, and

includes first and second management units. When an order registration for an

electronic recorded monetary claim with a stop condition is received from the first

terminal and an approval registration with respect to the order registration is received

from the second terminal, or when an order reception registration of an electronic



recorded monetary claim with a stop condition is received from the second terminal

and an approval registration with respect to the order reception registration is

received from the first terminal, the first management unit transmits to the registry

recording device a request for recording of the generation of the electronic recorded

monetary claim with the stop condition. When an assigned guarantee registration is

received from the second terminal, the second management unit transmits to the

registry recording device an assignment recording request indicating that the

electronic recorded monetary claim with the stop condition has been pledged as an

assignment guarantee.

Disclosure of lnvention

The aim of the invention is to overcome drawbacks of the prior art and provide

alternative method for providing a loan with cryptocurrency as collateral.

ln present application the following terms are used having the following meaning:

Borrower a party to a loan contract that borrows assets, e.g. money or

cryptocurrency;

Lender a party to a loan contract that lends assets, e.g. money or ciyptocurrency with

the expectation that the assets will be repaid, in addition to any interest and/or fees;

Collateral a property or other asset that a borrower offers as a way for a lender to

secure the loan; within the scopes of the present invention the collateral is a

cryptocurrency owned by a borrower;

Cryptocurrency a digital asset (such as e.g. Bitcoin) designed to work as a medium of

exchange using cryptography to secure transactions, to control the creation of

additional units, and to verify the transfer of assets.

Escrow a contractual arrangement in which third party holds an asset

(cryptocurrency) on behalf of the borrower and the lender until predetermined

contractual obligations have been fulfilled;

Smart contract a computerized transaction protocol, which executes the terms of a

contract; the smart contract being visible to all users of blockchain;



Public key cryptography - cryptographic system using pairs of keys: public keys, which

may be disseminated publicly, and private keys, which are known only to the owner.

The system accomplishes authentication function, when the public key is used to verify

that a holder of the paired private key sent the message, and encryption, where only

the holder of the paired private key can decrypt the message encrypted with the public

key;

Blockchain - a list of verifiable records, called blocks, which are linked and secured

using cryptography, wherein each block typically contains a hash pointer as a link to a

previous block, a timestamp and transaction data. The blockchain is managed by a

peer-to-peer network adhering to a protocol for validating new blocks;

Transaction - a transfer of cryptocurrency value, which is broadcast to the network

and collected into blocks; the transaction references previous transaction outputs as

new transaction inputs and dedicates all input cryptocurrency values to new outputs;

transaction outputs nominate addresses, where the redemption of any future inputs

requires a relevant signature.

Confirmation of transaction - after a transaction is broadcast to a blockchain computing

system network, it is included in a block, which is published to the network, thus

mining the transaction at a depth of one block, where with each subsequent block

found, the number of blocks deep is increased by one; to be secure against double

spending, a transaction should not be considered as confirmed until it is a certain

number of blocks deep (e.g. 4, 6, or 10);

Digital wallet - a system that securely stores public and users' private keys, used for

generation of addresses and monitoring transactions;

Address in the system - a unique identifier, being the result of using hash function from

public key. The address being used to send or receive ciyptocurrency to/from another

person and store cryptocurrency;

Multisignature - digital signature calculated using m pairs of public and private keys;

the multisignature being used for protecting information, when more than one key is

required to authorize a transaction (m-of-n transactions); for decrypting n from m

private keys are required, where n>l<=m;



Elements of the system for providing a loan with cryptocurrency as collateral

the system contains client-server architecture comprising:

- a distributed blockchain computing system, optionally configured to create smart

contracts, specifying terms for transactions;

- a borrower’s computing device comprising a processor and a computer-readable

storage medium, the computing device comprising a communication interface

communicatively coupled to a blockchain computing system, which includes multiple

computing nodes; the borrower’s computing device comprising mobile and/or desktop

application configured to send, receive and process requests, including data

transaction requests and commands, validating and confirming the requested

transactions in the blockchain computing system, creating new data transferring

transactions, sending and receiving notices;

- a digital wallet associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain

computing system;

- a lender’s computing device communicatively coupled to the blockchain computing

system and containing one or more order processing systems, configured to send,

receive and process requests, including data transaction requests and commands,

validating and confirming the requested transactions in the blockchain computing

system, sending and receiving notices, creating new data transferring transactions;

- a digital wallet associated with the lender and interacting with blockchain computing

system;

- optionally - escrow system, communicatively coupled to the blockchain computing

system configured to send, receive and process requests, including data transaction

requests and commands, validating and confirming the requested transactions in the

blockchain computing system, sending and receiving notices, creating new data

transferring transactions.

Short Description of Drawings

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a system for providing a loan with cryptocurrency as

collateral between a lender and a borrower according to one embodiment of the

invention;



Fig. 2 - a block diagram of a system for providing a loan with ciyptocurrency as

collateral according to another embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3 - a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of the method for providing a loan

with cryptocurrency as collateral;

Fig. 4 - a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of the method of redemption of an

amount of data elements;

Fig. 5 - a flowchart illustrating another embodiment of the method for providing a

loan with ciyptocurrency as collateral;

Fig. 6 - a flowchart illustrating another embodiment of the method of redemption of

an amount of data elements.

The proposed computer-implemented method for providing a loan with

cryptocurrency as collateral between a lender and a borrower (Fig. 1, 3), comprising

the following steps: (i) receiving by a lender’s computing device from a borrower’s

computing device a data transaction request with certain parameters Sk, d, RtC, Sc, lr

(e.g., Sk - amount of the loan, d- duration in days, RtC - repayment of collateral ration,

Sc - amount of the collateral, lr - interest rate); the request having a unique borrower’s

identifier; (ii) sending request by the lender’s computing device to a digital wallet

associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain computing system, the

request being sent for creation of new address for the transaction associated with the

borrower; (iii) putting a listener to a port of the blockchain client by the digital wallet

for monitoring new transactions with address associated with the borrower; (iv)

validating and confirming by the borrower’s computing device in the distributed

blockchain computing system the requested transaction:

- if validated - creating new transaction having binary format for specific

blockchain system in the borrower’s computing device for transferring amount of data

elements (P) to the address at digital wallet associated with the lender; and,

subsequently, creating new transaction having binary format for specific blockchain

system in the lender’s computing device for transferring amount of data elements (C)

to the address at digital wallet associated with the borrower;

- if not validated - sending by the distributed blockchain computing system to

the borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.



The redemption of an amount of data elements (Fig. 4) comprises the following steps:

(i) receiving by the lender’s computing device from the borrower’s computing device a

request to perform a redemption of an amount of data elements, the request having a

unique borrower’s identifier; (ii) sending request by the lender’s computing device to

the digital wallet associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain

computing system, the request being sent for creation of new address for the

transaction; (iii) putting a listener to a port of the blockchain client by the digital wallet

for monitoring new transactions with address associated with borrower; (iv)

validating and confirming by the lender’s computing device in the distributed

blockchain computing system the requested transaction:

- if validated - creating new transaction having binary format for specific

blockchain system in the borrower’s computing device for transferring amount of data

elements (C') to the address at digital wallet associated with the lender; and initializing

transaction by the lender’s computing device for transferring amount of data elements

(P) to the address at digital wallet associated with the borrower;

- if not validated - sending by the distributed blockchain computing system to

the borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

According to embodiment of the invention the computer-implemented method for

providing a loan with cryptocurrency as collateral (Fig. 2, 5) may comprise the

following steps: (i) receiving by a lender’s computing device from a borrower’s

computing device a data transaction request with certain parameters, (ii) sending

request by the lender’s computing device to a blockchain computing system for

creation of smart contract; wherein the smart contract specify terms for transferring

amount of data elements (P) to the address at digital wallet associated with the

borrower or to the address at digital wallet associated with the lender; (iii) sending

request by the escrow computing device to a digital wallet associated with the

borrower and interacting with blockchain computing system, the request being sent

for creation of address for the smart contract transaction; (iv) creating new

transaction having binary format for specific blockchain system in the borrower’s

computing device for transferring amount of data elements (P) to the smart contract



address; (v checking by the lender’s and escrow computing device in the distributed

blockchain computing system whether the transfer of the amount of data elements (P)

to the smart contract address is recorded;

- if corresponds - creating new transaction having binary format for specific

blockchain system in the lender’s computing device for transferring amount of data

elements (C) to the address at digital wallet associated with the borrower;

- if does not correspond - sending from blockchain system or escrow computing

device to the borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

The redemption of an amount of data elements according to the above embodiment

(Fig. 6) comprises the following steps: (i receiving by a lender’s computing device

from a borrower’s computing device a request to perform a redemption of an amount

of data elements (C'), the request having a unique borrower’s identifier; (ii sending

request by the lender’s computing device to the digital wallet associated with the

borrower and interacting with blockchain computing system, the request being sent

for creation of new address for the transaction; (iii) putting a listener to a port of the

blockchain client by the digital wallet for monitoring new transactions having unique

borrower’s identifier; (iv validating and confirming by the lender’s computing device

in the distributed blockchain computing system the requested transaction;

- if validated - sending request by the lender’s computing device to the escrow

computing device and to the distributed blockchain computing system comprising the

smart contract for creating new transaction for transferring amount of data elements

(P) to the address at digital wallet associated with the borrower; and initializing

transaction by the distributed blockchain computing system comprising the smart

contract for transferring amount of data elements (P) to the address of digital wallet

associated with the borrower;

- if not validated - sending by the distributed blockchain computing system to

the borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

The proposed invention further comprises a data-processing system comprising

means for carrying out the steps of the methods as set forth above. Also there is

proposed a computer program comprising instructions which, when the program is



executed by a computer, cause the computer to carry out the steps of the method as set

forth in present description. Further there is proposed a computer-readable storage

medium having stored thereon said computer program.



Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for providing a loan with ciyptocurrency as

collateral between a lender and a borrower, comprising the following steps:

(i) receiving by a lender’s computing device from a borrower’s computing

device a data transaction request with certain parameters, the request

having a unique borrower’s identifier;

(ii) sending request by the lender’s computing device to a digital wallet

associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain computing

system, the request being sent for creation of new address for the

transaction;

(in) putting a listener to a port of the blockchain client by the digital wallet

for monitoring new transactions having unique borrower’s identifier;

(iv) validating and confirming by the lender’s computing device in the

distributed blockchain computing system the requested transaction;

if validated - creating new transaction having binary format for

specific blockchain system in the borrower’s computing device for

transferring amount of data elements (P) to the address at digital

wallet associated with the lender; and, subsequently, creating new

transaction having binary format for specific blockchain system in

the lender’s computing device for transferring amount of data

elements (C) to the address at digital wallet associated with the

borrower;

if not validated - sending by the lender’s computing device to the

borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the method further comprises the

following steps:

(i) receiving by the lender’s computing device from the borrower’s computing

device a request to perform a redemption of an amount of data elements, the

request having a unique borrower’s identifier;



(ii) sending request by the lender’s computing device to the digital wallet

associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain computing

system, the request being sent for creation of new address for the

transaction;

(iii) putting a listener to a port of the blockchain client by the digital wallet for

monitoring new transactions having unique borrower’s identifier;

(iv) validating and confirming by the lender’s computing device in the

distributed blockchain computing system the requested transaction;

if validated - creating new transaction having binary format for

specific blockchain system in the borrower’s computing device for

transferring amount of data elements (C') to the address at digital

wallet associated with the lender; and initializing transaction by the

lender’s computing device for transferring amount of data elements

(P) to the address at digital wallet associated with the borrower;

if not validated - sending by the lender’s computing device to the

borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

3 . The method according to claim 1, wherein after the first step (i) receiving by a

lender’s computing device from a borrower’s computing device a data transaction

request with certain parameters, as per claim 1, the method further comprises the

following steps:

(ii) sending request by the lender’s computing device to ablockchain computing

system for creation of smart contract; wherein the smart contract specify terms for

transferring amount of data elements (P) to the address at digital wallet associated

with the borrower or to the address at digital wallet associated with the lender;

(in) sending request by the escrow computing device to a digital wallet

associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain computing system,

the request being sent for creation of address for the smart contract transaction;

(iv) creating new transaction having binary format for specific blockchain

system in the borrower’s computing device for transferring amount of data

elements (P) to the smart contract address;



(v) checking by the lender’s and escrow computing device in the distributed

blockchain computing system in the distributed blockchain computing system

whether the transfer of the amount of data elements (P) to the smart contract

address is recorded;

- if corresponds - creating new transaction having binary format for specific

blockchain system in the lender’s computing device for transferring amount

of data elements (C) to the address at digital wallet associated with the

borrower;

if does not correspond - sending by the lender’s or escrow computing device

to the borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

4 . The method according to claim 3, wherein the method further comprises the

following steps:

(i) receiving by a lender’s computing device from a borrower’s computing

device a request to perform a redemption of an amount of data elements

(C'), the request having a unique borrower’s identifier;

(ii) sending request by the lender’s computing device to the digital wallet

associated with the borrower and interacting with blockchain computing

system, the request being sent for creation of new address for the

transaction;

(in) putting a listener to a port of the blockchain client by the digital wallet for

monitoring new transactions having unique borrower’s identifier;

(iv) validating and confirming by the lender’s computing device in the

distributed blockchain computing system the requested transaction;

ifvalidated - sending request by the lender’s computing device to the

escrow computing device and to the distributed blockchain

computing system comprising the smart contract for creating new

transaction for transferring amount of data elements (P) to the

address at digital wallet associated with the borrower; and

initializing transaction by the distributed blockchain computing

system comprising the smart contract for transferring amount of



data elements (P to the address of digital wallet associated with the

borrower;

if not validated - sending by the lender’s computing device to the

borrower’s computing device a notice refusing the transaction.

5 .Adata-processing system comprising means for carrying out the steps of the method

of claims 1-4.

6 . A computer program comprising instructions which, when the program is executed

by a computer, cause the computer to carry out the steps of the method according to

claims 1-4.

7 . A computer-readable storage medium having stored thereon a computer program

according to claim 6 .
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